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Background on Digital First Media and The Denver Post

• DFM is publisher of 98 titles, including 52 
daily newspapers

• DFM markets include California, 
Colorado, Minnesota, Michigan, Ohio, 
Pennsylvania, New York, Massachusetts

• DFM comScore reach of 33 million 
unique visitors/month, 127 million PVs

• Denver Post reaches 6M unique users 
per month and more people in the 
Denver market than any news outlet

• Most DFM publications have pay meters 
set to 5 free articles over rolling 30 days
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Facebook Local News Subscriptions Accelerator background

• $3 million, three-month pilot program to help metro daily newspapers accelerate digital 

subscriptions

• 3 sessions in New York, Austin, Texas; and Menlo Park, Calif.

• Worked with about a dozen publishers, including The Denver Post, Dallas Morning News, 
Miami Herald, Chicago Tribune, Atlanta Journal-Constitution, Minneapolis Star-Tribune, 
Omaha World-Herald, Philadelphia Inquirer, Seattle Times, San Francisco Chronicle, 
Tennessean, Newsday

• Included up to $200,000 in grants for subscriber acquisition that could be spent on 

anything that helped toward that goal (didn’t have to be Facebook)
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How the subscription accelerator helped us change

• Hoping the digital subscription model would 

work to believing it would work

• Buy-in at the top levels of Digital First Media 

and a re-alignment around digital subscriptions 
as key strategy for our business

• Expansion of a five-person corporate team by 

end of 2018

• Infused a culture of data-driven decision-
making around digital subs and refining reports 

for stronger customer insights
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What The Denver Post’s Grant Award Included

Mather Economics

• Full access to Mather’s listener tool to help us better understand the types of 

content that convert, including path to conversion. Launched in early August.

• Dynamic metering based on multiple cohorts, factoring in email newsletters, 
paywall and more; different experiences based on propensity to pay

KeyWee

• Using the tool to help drive subscription acquisition via Facebook

Budget for subscriber acquisition through AdTaxi
• Newsletter acquisition through social media, Google and other channels

Part-Time Marketing Consultant
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What The Denver Post learned

We needed a culture shift

• Working toward dedicated local and corporate resources with the focus on data to drive 

digital subscriptions. Includes analytics support, customer data platform, marketing expertise

We needed technology investments

• Secured funding to improve sign-up process, first-party data, other technology investments

We needed clearer benchmarks

• We could measure ourselves against our peers to help us understand whether we were too 

loose or too tight with our meter.
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What The Denver Post learned

Putting Customers First

• Better understood shortcomings in our payment and checkout process (i.e., need to add 

PayPal and reduce steps where possible)

Understand our digital subscribers

• Still working to track logged-in users, with help from a customer data platform and single-sign 

on process. What drives customers to stay engaged? What path did those users take to 

conversion?

Pay meter alone can’t drive subscriptions
• Very important channel, but we need to explore other channels — especially email 

campaigns, more aggressive newsletter strategy, and social media



Content
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Content Matters

Insights into content that drove subscriptions

• Prior to the accelerator, we used general methods for understanding engaged users: total 
engaged minutes and unique visitors via Parse.ly and Google Analytics reports

• Had long-established goals for newsrooms: pageviews, users, sessions, 25-34 year-old users, 
local users, social referral, and search referrals

• Added loyalty metrics in FY19: loyal users, brand lovers, brand champions based on the 
number of sessions for a given user in a reporting month

Gathered data to determine author, section, story that drove subscriptions

• Breaking news converts
• The journalists who tend to drive the most subscriptions tend to be frequent writers
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What stories convert to digital subscriptions for Digital First Media?
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Trend in Active Digital Subscriptions
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Digital Subscriptions by the Numbers

Denver Post digital sub 
growth since accelerator 

83%
Denver Post conversions 

from last paywall message

72%
% Denver Post digital 

subscriptions from ad blockers

4.9%
DFM 10-week digital 

subscription growth trend

46%
DFM conversions from last 

paywall message

78% 6.4%
% DFM digital subscriptions 

from ad blockers
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The Denver Post: Insights from Mather Economics
Data from Aug. 8 to Sept. 7, 2018

Avg. Times User Hits Meter 
Before Conversion

3
Conversion rate of in-

market vs. out-of-market

3x
Conversions from the 

Subscribe Button

60%
Total conversions that 
come from Desktop

62%
Conversion volume of 

Opinion content

8% 76%
Paywall Conversions for the 

Digital Only Product



Email Newsletters and Marketing
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What The Denver Post learned about email marketing

Test and Learn

• Promote subscriptions around content, including 

special reports (i.e., foster care, real estate)

• Test timing on sends
• More one-day sale around special events

• Leverage A/B testing for subject line tests (price vs. 

percentage off)

• Working directly with newsroom on creative and ideas 

for emails

List was in need of fresh leads and cleaning

• Email lead generation is a key strategy going forward
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Email Newsletters By The Numbers

DFM email newsletters 
and alerts

207
DFM email newsletter and 

alert gross opt-ins

1,014,000
DFM % of Unique Opt-Ins 
with Paid Subscriptions

21%
Denver Post email 

newsletters and alerts

32
Denver Post email newsletter 

and alert gross opt-ins

221,000 10%
Denver Post % of Unique Opt-

Ins with Paid Subscriptions
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Key Initiatives

Data Insights

Expand work with Mather 
Economics and customer data 
platforms to capture more first-
party data, target customers

Add additional resources at the 
corporate level for ensuring 
strategy success

Grow email newsletter lists

Expand email newsletters, kill 
those that don’t perform and 
refine the newsletter strategy to 
drive conversion.

Expand Premium Verticals

Sport-only subscription option in 
the Denver market, test reception 
and expand based on tests. 
Launched mid-September.

Standardize paywall messaging 
and checkout workflow

Set common messaging across 
the footprint, but don’t 
standardize offers. Continue to 
focus on friction reduction.

Federated Single Sign-On

Implement federated single sign-
on across our properties by end 
of Q1 2019. Allow login via 
Facebook, Amazon and Google.

Growing digital subscription staff



Bottom Line

Exposing the people responsible for digital 

subscriptions to best practices, industry standards 

and benchmarks and open sharing of data from 

participants has been directly attributable to 

subscription volume and revenue growth.



Thank you! Questions?

dpetty@digitalfirstmedia.com

@danielpetty

linkedin.com/in/danielspetty


